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ABSTRACT

Thermocompression (TC) bonding is a technique used to weld two similar materials by appli-
cation of heat and pressure for a specific time. To obtain reliable, consistent beam-lead
attachment by TC bonding, each bonding parameter value must be known and controlled. TC
bonding schedules are developed to determine parameter boundary values that depend on the-.

fundamental physics of the bonding process. This necessitates thorough TC bonder charac-
terizktion (definitions of limits). This paper discusses the practical considerations of
beam-lead wobble-tool bonding and describes the techniques used to characterize bonding
tool temperature, work-stage temperature, bond time or wobble speed, and bond force.

INTRODUCTION other machine parameters are held constant,
with sufficient values to overcome machine

Gold-to-gold thermocompression bonding is tolerances. A typical bond envelope is
a familiar technique used to attach beam- shown in Figure 1.
lead devices to hybrid microcircuits.
Although the techniques presented in this After the bond envelope is developed, an

-'-,paper are directed specifically toward optimum point within the envdlope is
characterization of wobble-tool bonders, chosen to minimize the effects of para-

- ' the procedures also Can be applied to meter variations. The point chosen must
other TC bonding techniques and other be sufficiently distant from the bounda-
types of bonding machines. ries of the envelope so that variations

in bond force and tool temperature will
The purposes of this work were to develop not cause bonding outside the envelope.

2 a repeatable technique to measure tool
temperature; evaluate the effects of tool The devices bonded within this envelope
vacuum and different heaters on tool meet all the established criterik. In the
temperature; determine reliable apparatus area to the left and below line ADC in
and techniques for total characterization; Figure 1, the number of TC bond failures
and establish a method for transferring is excessive (>1.0 percent), and/or the  v
bond schedules to additional bonders. The
techniques described make it possible to

800
know the parameter limits and capabilities A c

of each bonding machine and to confidently
transfer TC bobd schedules to other ma-

1
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- chines without -costly separate character-
ization of each bonder. The rationale
under which beam-lead TC bonding is

OPERATING
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600 -controlled is the determination of an POINT

optimum combination of bonding parameters          -                               4<X

based,-hot on a particular machine, but 1 =
on the fundamental physics of the pro-

:
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cess.1 This philosophy requires that the        w
bonding equipment be thoroughly charac-

400 -rized so that the value of each bond           .
rameter (force, temperature, and time) ,

a -C-1-indicated on the bonder may be translated
-D

into entities experienced during the 300 -

bonding process.

MASTERBOND ENVELOPE 200 -

5  ,As reported by Adams and Bonham, 1  a TC                       350            400            450                500
beam-lead bond schedule can be developed TOOL TEMPERATURE (oC)

in terms of only two variables, bond
force and tool temperature; these
variables form a bond envelope. The Figure 1. Typical Bond Envelope
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mean pulloff strength does not meet the chine tolerance variation to the bond
minimum criteria. This is the definition envelope allows a bonding schedule to be
of mininum bond conditions. In the area transferred. If the tolerances further
above line AB, the beams are excessively decrease the area of the envelope, bond-
eformed (60% more than maximum beam ability is not affected--only the versa-
idth), and/or the Fulloff strength does tility of selecting other operating

not meet the minimum criteria. This line points. Of the four parameters that are
defines the maximum bond conditions. Line characterized, two become variables inBC is typically a process limitation the bond-envelope/schedule development
which is controlled by the type of heater process. These are bond force and tool
used. The bond envelope is discussed be- temperature. The other two, substrate
cause it becomes a subsequent application temperature and bond time, remain constant
and justification of the characterization in the schedule, but must be characterized
process. over certain ranges.

CHARACTERIZATION RATIONALE. SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE

The most obvious reason for characterizing The substrate temperature is held constant
the bonder is to obtain knowledge of the at or below 200'C. The workstage con-parameter values that will produce accept- troller is calibrated to obtain the ma-
able bonds. The limits of these parameters chine set point that causes the substrate
and their optimum combinations are of ut- temperature to approach 200'C withoutmost importance. Adams and Bonham have exceeding That temperature. Figure 2
shown that beam-lead TC bond reliability indicates Ihe time required for the sub-
is optimal when certain visual criteria strate to reach the required temperature.
are met. These criteria are: evidence of The controller typically varies t5'C.
deformation on each side of the beam, with Therefore, for a set point of 195'C, the
makimum deformation limited to 1.6 times -- minimum temperature is 190'C, the maximum
the maximum beam width; bond deformation is 200'C. The minimum temperature is
greater than 1-mil from the chip; more - significant during bond schedule transfer.
than 1-mil of beam length deformed; and
no physical damage to the device or beams. The substrate temperature is characterized

by attaching a microminiature thermocoupleThese visual criteria have been verified  

to a substrate and placing the substrate
by destructive tests requiring less than on the workstage. The thermocouple is
1 percent bond failures and pull strength connected by an Omega cold junction com-greater than 1 gram per mil of beam width. pensator to a Hewlett Packard (HP) 710OB
To meet the above criteria, consistent strip chart recorder with a Model 17501A
operation of the equipment and reliable plug-in module. The controller is set at
knowledge of the parameter values are 200'C and at 25'C above and below 200'C.
required. The strip chart recorder records the tem-

perature swing for each set point. The
Because of the danger of damaging beam- maximum and minimum swing at each set
lead devices, a knowledge of tool tempera- point is plotted.ture is necessary. The maximum chip
temperature must be limited to 370'C to BOND TIMEprevent  device  degradation.2    The  TC
bondability of a tantalum-nitride/ The bond time also is a constant in the
chromium/gold metallization system is beam lead bond schedule. A bond time of
degraded by typical TC bonding tempera-
tures and resistor-stabilization bake.
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/ ->39.Bond degradation begins when the metal-
  Ti·EDCCOUPLElization reaches 225cC.4 The workholder 200         ' ---

temperature must therefore be held below 180 -

0950C. 160 -

:-  140  -
UJ

.ae need to transfer bond schedules from         -
    120 -one bonder to another is another signifi- 8 100 -

cant reason for characterizing the equip-
ment. In combination with the bond i . 80 -

t;  60 -

envelope: certification time can be              M
significantly reduced. The envelope is 40->AMBIES..'

20 -

a region in the bond-pressure/tool- 0      11temperature plane that meets all bonding 1 2 3 45678 9   10 11 12  13 14 15   16   17   18   19   20

criteria.  Bonding outside the envelope TDE (Sl

- is not impossible, but is inconsistent.
The ability to repeat these parameters Figure 2. Substrate Temperature Stabili-
on additional machines and relate the ma- zation Time
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3 seconds minimum has been arbitrarily 600

established. An external connection from BONDED

THERMOCOUPLE 34the 24V motor was added to the machine to
500 -characterize bond time. An Electronic

asearch (ERC) Model 2612 digital stop        g
Ltch connected to the motor is triggered w 400 -

by the starting pulse for the wobble             5
motor. The wobble speed is adjusted over        F
its entire range, and the bond time is - 300

-
THERMOCOUPLE5                                                         .·. POINT CONTACT

a-measured in 10 increments. Bond time is         z
then charted with respect to bonder set-
point.

200 -

BOND FORCE
100

The force required to achieve a TC bond is
one of the variables in the bond sched-              4

30       40       50        60       70       80       90       100ule. The force is applied by a spring MODEL 576 TOOL TEMPERATURE SET POINTS

arrangement. A digital counter added to
the spring elongating mechanism provides
a numerical reference to the force.  A Figure 3. Thermocouple Attachment Com-
Daytronic Model 152A Transducer, a high- parison
sensivity differential transformer input
module, and a Model 30OD Transducer
Amplifier are used for bond force charac- H. B. Bonham has shown theoretically and

experimentally that bond temperature canterization. The bond tool is allowed to
wobble on the transducer, and the output be calculated for beam-lead bonding by

the equation:recorded on the HP recorder. The maxi-
mum and minimum forces observed during T  = 0.11T + 0.89T .B        t        S'the bond are charted with respect to the
digital setpoint. where

TB = bond temperature,BOND-TOOL TEMPERATURE
Tt = tool temperature, and

Efforts to characterize bond tool tempera-
Ts = substrate temperature.ture included attaching a thermocouple to

the coil heater, placing the thermocouple Attaching a thermocouple to the side of
in the corner of the tool cavity, and the tool tip with silver solder was the
measuring the bond temperature (inter- most repeatable and most accurate of
face temperature). techniques tried for obtaining tool tem-

perature in the above equation, and that
A thermocouple attached to the heater pro- method was used in the following tests.
vided the best control, but caused tripod The effects of the variables surrounding
misalignment. The attached thermocouple the tool temperature must be determined
caused the tool to kick and scrape the if a repeatable bond temperature is to be
devices, and the temperature gradient achieved. These variables are tool
between the heater and tool tip was vacuum, heater differences, and different
unknown. location of the heaters with respect to

the tool tip.
Placing the thermocouple in the corner of
the tool cavity (point contact) did not Figure 4 shows the effect that the vacuum
give consistent or repeatable results be- used for holding the chip in the tool has
cause of poor contact between the thermo- on tool-tip temperature. Heat flow to
couple and tool (Figure 3). The varia- the. chip is from the hot tool. The chip
+ions (poor repeatability) of the point and the tool both are cooled by the air
intact thermocouple technique were not flow resulting from the vacuum. The

iess than t50'C. curves are plotted with a device held in
the tool. As the device size increases,

The bond temperature was determined by the increase in chip cooling and tool
placing a thin-film chromel-alumel thermo- cooling by convection is greater than the
couple on a heated workstage (200'C) and heat retaining capabilities of the larger
contacting the thin-film junction with tool.
the bond tool. The tool temperature was
adjusted until a desired bond temperature To find the effects of different heaters

-was reached. The thin-film thermocouples of the same type, four 27-watt coil
-

were fabricated in the laboratory and have heaters were evaluated. They were indi-
such a low yield that their use in routine vidually placed on the same tool in the
bonder characterization is not practical. same location and characterized on the

\
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same machine. The result is shown in turns off. Between Points 3 and 4,
Figure 5. The location of the heater with wobble bonding occurs. At Point 4 the
respect to the face of the tool is an tool lifts away from the substrate. The
important consideration for tool tempera- period between Points 4 and 5 corresponds
ire. If a consistent, repeatable tool to the operator cycle time required to
:mperature is to be achieved, the tool return the machine to the device-pickup

heater must be placed in the same position mode. Points 5, 6, 7, and 8 are the
each time, as shown in Figure 6. second cycle, corresponding to Points 1,

2, 3, and 4, respectively. The time
0.070 BY 0.070 0.020 BY 0.020

period between Points 8 and 9 is the time
INCH CHIP INCH CHIP required for temperature to stabilize if
0.080 BY 0.080 0.024 BY 0.024 the tool is allowed to dwell with the

10         • INCH TOOL • INCH TOOL vacuum off.

A chromel-alumel thermocouple silver-
8                                               soldered to the titanium carbide tip of a

Microswiss C5802TIC beam-lead bonding tool
N                 OPERATING POINT is used for tool-temperature calibration.TOOL TEMPERATURE -
-

16 A coil heater is slipped onto the tool
thermocouple combination and attached to
the bonder. The thermocouple is connected

d                                                 by a cold-junction compensator to an24 HP 710OB strip-chart recorder with Model
17501A plug-in module. The bonding tool
temperature control is adjusted through

2                                               the desired range, and the minimum and
maximum temperature versus setpoint are
plotted. The heater is then removed from

i the tool with the thermocouple and is
200 300 400 500 inserted on the bonding tool.

TOOL TEMPERAl URE (oC)

BOND SCHEDULE TRANSFER

Figure 4. Tool Vacuum Versus Tool Tem-
Developing a bond envelope on a machineperature virtually ensures that subsequent bonds
on that machine will meet all criteria.
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Figure 5. Temperature Variations of Tool

1  A «4 f
Heaters

t
100 -
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Figure 7 establishes the time-temperature         2
It                                                                      1          1relationship during the machine duty cycle. 30       40       50       60       70       80       90       100

At Point 1, the tool vacuum begins and MODEL 576 TOOL TaMPERATURE SET POINTS

the device is picked up with the beams
held against the face of the tool. At
Point 2, the device and the tool contact Figure 6. Tool Tip Temperatures Versus
the substrate, at which time the vacuum Heater Locations

1                                                                                                                                                                                                                             C
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500 T   = 0 11T + 0.89T-

I                 + BB tB (O.P.) sB min.

3                9                     Assume T = 1920C, and
T  T         v                                 sB minT ..0 1          +

TBB = 0·11 (450°C) + 0.89 (192°C) = 220°C.

Therefore, 220°C is within the range of<>                                                the original schedule.
I /1  1     1     1

8             16            54            32            40            48            56            64            72           80            88           96
nME (S) The validity of the bond schedule transfer

technique is shown in Figure 9. Four ma-
Figure 7. Time-Temperature Process Cycle chines are designated to bond one size

Relationships device using the same schedule. The
original machine is identified as A and

If additional machines are required, the schedule transferred to B, C and D.

developing and certifying a bond schedule
for each of them is costly in terms of
both time and material. Therefore, bonder
characterization is a cost saving measure. 800 -

Figure 8 shows the bond envelope developed / 31HINEon one specific machine. Assuming a
1· ORIGINAL TOLERANCE

worst case, and not really knowing the 700 ENVELOPE

actual parameter except within the toler-
ance band, the envelope shrinks because CHOSEN

of the machine tolerances. To transfer        2                      POINT600 -                                              OPERATINGthe bond schedule to another machine, the       E                       +-
I.

following evaluation nust be completed. w 500 -
0
=

To maintain bonding  in the same range of             ; _ . . .
bond temperatures the equation for bond 2     400

temperature is:

T  = 0.11T
+   0.89T                                                                              30

0                              -B                    t                    s
then 0.025 BY 0.025 INCH TOOL

MACHINE "A"

BOND TIME = 3 SECONDS

0.11T + 0.89T = 0.11T + 0.89T 200 -  SUBSTRATE TEMP. = 195 TO 2000C
tA sA tB sB'

where A is the original machine, and B is 350 400 450 500

TOOL TIP TEMPERATURE (cc)the additional bonders.

For the example in Figure 8, the range of Figure 8. Characterization Tolerance
bond temperature is found as follows, Effect on Bond Envelope
assuming worst-case T .S

CONCLUSIONS
T     = 0.11 (400'C) + 0.89 (1950 C)Bmin

-The-results   of the analysis presented  ·in,·
= 217.55'C, and the paper are:

T     = 0.11 (500'C) + 0.89 (1950C)Bmax e  A repeatable, accurate method of
= 228.550C. measuring tool-tip temperature is by

constructing a tool/thermocouple
combination with the thermocoupleThe range of bond temperature for the
permanently attached to the tool.original machine, and therefore the bond

velope,-is 217 to 228'C. The Tt chosen
4500C. Using the characterization e  When a tool heater is changed, a new

cnart, Tt is always set. to maintain 450'C, characterization of that heater must

or some other required minimum temperature. be made.

If on machine B the substrate temperature e  The tool vacuum has a distinct effect
minimum is equal to or greater than the on the tool temperature. To maintain
minimum substrate temperature of machine consistent tool temperatures, the
A, there is no problem in transferring the vacuum setting must be repeated.
schedule. However, if the minimum sub- .-I

- strate temperature is less than TsA,min, e  Reliable techniques using the described     I
i a check must be incorporated to verlry equipment establish the parameter values

that the bond temperature is within the in known and repeatable quantities that
desired range: can·be utilized on additional machines.

(29
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This work has established the techniques System," ReZ€ab€Zity Physics Symposium,
that make possible the knowledgeable April 1973.
characterization of beam-lead wobble
bonder parameters. The effects of the 4Bonham, H. B., Bendix Corp., Private
frameter variables on bond integrity is Communication, May 1974.
inimized when they are controlled and

their limits and values are known. Most
important, this paper has described a
practical and systematic technique of
characterizing a TC bonder and transferring
the bond schedule with confidence without
individual certification costs.
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Figure 9. Bond Schedule Transfer Com-
parison
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